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Product Brief

Accelerator
NetSuite-to-Amazon Seller Central (FBM)

Take control of your marketplace orders and fulfillment with streamlined eCommerce 
integration, automation, and visibility between NetSuite and Amazon Seller Central (FBM) 

Accelerate your time to revenue 
Realize a faster-than-ever time to market with prebuilt
integration flows to streamline marketplace Order capture
and Amazon-compliant fulfillment  

Remove the operational blindfold 
Gain real-time business process visibility for actionable 
operational insight and technical drill downs

Configure. Don’t code. 
Shield your business from complexity and optimize 
Amazon integrations with out-of-the-box process 
automation all without coding

What is an Accelerator?
Accelerators bring together application, 
business process and industry domain 
expertise to the core engine and platform 
applications of Cleo Integration Cloud 
(CIC). 

Cleo's Accelerators provide the industry’s 
only prebuilt, end-to-end integrations 
with out-of-the-box business logic 
between your core business system 
(ERP, TMS, WMS) and eCommerce 
marketplace applications, building the 
foundation for you to rapidly scale your 
multi-channel revenue streams. 

Prebuilt integration flows

Sync Customers

Multi-account

Update Fulfillment

Verify Fulfillment

Capture Orders

Add Customers from Amazon (FBM) to NetSuite

Support multiple Amazon (FBM) accounts with no extra charge

Sync Item Fulfillments from NetSuite to Amazon (FBM) 

Retrive Fulfillment processing results from Amazon (FBM) and 
update to NetSuite

Add Marketplace Order from Amazon (FBM) to NetSuite
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Automate your Amazon FBM business process
Prebuilt integration flows help streamline and automate 
customer sync, order capture and fufillment processes 
for seamless Amazon Seller Central business 

Handle B2B the right way  
Timely and accurate item fulfillment delivery combined 
with automated API rate limit throttling strengthens 
Amazon compliances

Optimize the full Load cycle 
Recognize revenue faster by ensuring TruckMate-
generated fufillment updates are correct and get 
delivered to your Amazon Central store

Resolve exceptions faster
Proactive and configurable alert notifications for 
rejected fulfillments help you quickly investigate issues, 
protect operational SLAs, and meet elevated customer 
expectations

Jump start your marketplace selling
Cleo’s implementation experts kick start your time to 
value, connecting Amazon to NetSuite more quickly and 
getting revenue-critical integrations to go-live with 
confidence

KEY BENEFITS & CAPABILITIES
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Recognized “Leader” in iPaaS and 
EDI categories on G2 Crowd

About Cleo Integration Cloud
Cleo Integration Cloud (CIC) is a cloud-based integration platform, purpose-built to design, 
build, operate and optimize critical ecosystem integration processes.  The CIC platform brings 
end-to-end integration visibility across API, EDI and non-EDI integrations that gives technical 
and business users the confidence to rapidly onboard trading partners, enable integration 
between applications, and accelerate revenue-generating business processes.  On the platform, 
businesses have the choice of self-service, managed services, or a blended approach – ensuring 
complete flexibility and control over their B2B integration strategy

Take operational insights to new heights 
Get end-to-end business process visibility with real-
time operational Dashboards, Messages, Jobs, and 
technical drill downs 

Say goodbye to Amazon chargebacks 
Protect margins, prevent rejections, and eliminate 
order duplication to mitigate against chargebacks 
with out-of-the-box message validation and duplicate 
checks

Give your eCommerce sales a boost 
Add new Amazon accounts quickly and expand 
existing revenue streams by quickly integrating to 
and automating digital marketplace processes 

Stay on top of Amazon's API requirements 
Cleo’s Accelerator is created using SP-APIs and is 
Amazon-vetted with full ASCPN registration to ensure 
your integrations meet all mandates

Easily customize and extend your integrations
Built to run on CIC, Cleo's NetSuite-to-Amazon (FBM) 
Accelerator is designed for flexibility so you can 
easily extend out-of-the-box integration flows to meet 
any custom requirement




